PennAccess: Stellar – Chance Laboratories

Entrance Information:
422 Curie Boulevard. Philadelphia. PA. 19104

1. The main entrance on Curie Blvd. (south side of the building) is level with the sidewalk and there are curb cuts at each end of the block.
2. The main entrance to Blockley Hall from Guardian Drive (north side of the building) is level with the sidewalk and there is a ramp to Stellar-Chance Laboratories located inside the Blockley entrance and to the left. There is a door at the top of the ramp that is Penn Card key access only.
3. There is a level, accessible interior passage to the mezzanine level of Stellar-Chance Laboratories from the second floor of Anatomy Chemistry Building.
4. There is a level, accessible interior passage from the Biomedical Research Building into the Stellar-Chance Laboratories.

Elevator Information:
• There is a bank of three elevators in the middle of the building.

Accessible Restrooms:
• There are accessible restrooms on all floors- men's and women's.
Building Information:
• Stellar-Chance Laboratories is directly connected to Blockley Hall on the first floor and to Anatomy Chemistry Building and the Medical Complex on the mezzanine.
• Most areas are private/graduate labs.
• For more information, call the Building at 215-898-2876.